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Focus for today’s presentation

Three key stats and 
why you should care

Showcasing the 
brands delivering great 

customer journeys

Five quick fire tips to 
enhance your 

visitor’s journeys 



Visualise customer journeys

Analyse visitor 
journeys for any 
segment, date 

range or device



Understand content performance

➔ Visualise how visitors 
interact with each 
element on your 
website or app



From acquisition to 
checkout: a look at the data 



The Digital Experience Benchmark Report



46% of visitors are new visitors, 56% returning 
Questions to ask 

yourself

➔ Do your new visitors 
have a different 
navigation journey? 

➔ Which parts of your 
customer journey are 
visitors dropping off? 
Why?



On average, visitors view 26 pages per 
buying session Questions to ask 

yourself

➔ Which pages are 
viewed the most during 
a buying session?

➔ Can you identify any 
looping behaviour 
(going back & forth on 
certain pages)?



Over 45% of content goes unseen
Question to ask 

yourself

➔ Do you know the 
behaviours each item 
of content drives? 



The Digital Experience Benchmark Report

Would you like a 
copy?

Type “Me” in the 
chat to receive it 

via email!



Customer journey wins: 
from acquisition to checkout

2 examples



USE CASE 1

Increasing conversion on savings 
pages (BFSI industry)



INSIGHT: looping behaviour identified between product 
page and product homepages

Hypothesis

This behaviour was 
caused by users trying to 
compare products, so the 

team looked at journeys of 
a specific segment: users 
arriving from comparators

Journey Analysis shows looping between full savings range (blue) 
and product pages (orange)



Exposure Time on the Cash ISAs page

ANALYSIS: users were spending a long time reading 
product pages



ACTION 1: Redesign product homepages



ACTION 2: Redesign product detail pages

Before After



ACTION 3: Introduced a comparison tool



Results

40%
Increase in average 
conversion rate of 

product pages 

For some product 
pages, that 

conversion was

80%



USE CASE 2

Improving basket journeys



New Look tested a new 
design on the basket page 
to prevent users adding to 
bag from different devices 

from losing their items. 
The aim of the test was to join 
these cross-device journeys 
up and provide a seamless 
journey across device, by 
giving users the option to 

register for an account after 
viewing an empty basket 

page.

CONTEXT: Empty basket page 
design



VARIANTCONTROL



INSIGHT: More users reached the login 
page with the variant version

See it in action with session 
replay

8% of users 
reached the login 
page directly from 
the basket v. 3.5% 
within the control



The test ran for 9 
days, reaching 99% 
statistical 
significance, the 
variant experience 
proving to be the 
winner

IMPROVED VISITOR CONVERSION

+123% USERS VIEWING LOGIN PAGE AFTER 
EMPTY BASKET

+12% LOGGED IN VISITS

RESULT: 123% increase in users viewing login



Improving visitor journeys

5 UX quick wins



Common mistake
Not giving visitors the 
option to explore different 
CTAs

Best practice
Put emphasis on the main 
CTA but give visitors the 
option to explore other 
options if they are not 
ready to commit

Quick win one:
Primary & secondary CTAs



Common mistake
Overwhelming long lists 
of text for categories

Best practice
Give context by 
displaying images of 
products 

Quick win two:
Make menus 
more visual



3.4 
click 
recurrence

1.63% 
click rate

Common mistake
Having text on page which 
looks like it’s clickable

Best practice
Ensure you can identify the 
content that results in ‘rage 
clicks’ and make it 
clickable. It can also inform 
your content architecture. 

Quick win three:
Review your non-clickables



Quick win four: 
Sticky CTA

Common mistake 
Checkout CTA disappears 
when browsing cart items

Best practices
Have a CTA which 
remains sticky as users 
scroll through their cart



Quick win five: 
Make more 
efficient forms

Common mistake 
Distractions and 
disruption during form 
completion

Best practice
Auto-populate with input 
suggestions for 
countries to avoid long 
drop-downs.
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